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Abstract 

A five-channel video installation featuring documentation of the artist performing in semi-

vacant lots around False Creek and on the site of the Vancouver Olympic Village 

residential complex. Recomposing the usual co-extensive body/environment 

relationship, the artist’s performative action, rolling across the spaces, serves as a 

radically empirical mode of measurement, challenging the more typical measures of land 

value (rental, capital, and market) and the possibilities of vertical urban development. 

Playing with the captured video footage in postproduction, its malleability expands the 

accomplished performative actions and highlights the rhythmic and dynamic properties 

of the sites through a process of spatiotemporal restructuring. The installation, presented 

at the Audain Gallery, relocates the actions and the sites in which the original 

performances and documentation took place. 

 
Keywords:  Multi-channel video installation; Site-specific performance; Interstitiality; 

Embodied experience; Vancouver urban planning 
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1. In-Between: Artist Statement 

My MFA thesis project consists of five videos that document site-specific 

performances accomplished in the Spring/Summer of 2012. This body of work testifies to 

a continued interest in notions of space, body, performance and documentation. It was 

realized in the context of a research project investigating potential for interaction with 

and conception of the environment through embodied experience and perceptual play. 

The presented works are situated along a continuum of site-oriented visual arts practices 

that expand understanding of spatial construction, representation and experience. 

Accordingly, I have employed methodologies pertaining to performance art, intervention, 

and furtive practices in order to physically and conceptually explore the co-extensive 

relationship that the body and the environment entertain. Further, I have invested 

modalities of re-presentation, in a gallery setting, of site-specific performative work. In 

order to do so, I have engaged with video and installation practices as well as with 

notions of expanded cinema.  

The presented works feature myself rolling across semi-vacant lots around False 

Creek and on the site of the residential neighbourhood built as the Vancouver 2010 

Olympic Village. My interest in these specific sites is rooted, on the one hand, in their 

socio-political significance within the context of Vancouver urbanism and, on the other 

hand, in their resonance with concepts at the core of my research. The choice of 

juxtaposing videos depicting semi-vacant lots and the Olympic Village is not incidental. 

The lots that I have invested have been zoned by the city of Vancouver for 

redevelopment and, in the coming years, will be transformed into commercial, residential 

and park areas. The Olympic Village, one of the phases of this urban redesign plan, 

stands as a projected image of what these vacant lots will become in the near future. 

Juxtaposing documentation of these two types of spaces points to the imminent 

transformation of the lots and highlights the contrasting temporalities that characterize 

each site. The Village is representative of the envisioned future of the empty lots that 

surround it. Its actuality is already in the past because it has come forth as planned; the 

design and function of the space was pre-conceived and continues to produce a 
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programmed version of itself in the present. Contrastingly, the temporal state of the 

neighbouring empty lots is one that is in waiting, i.e. waiting to have a “proper” use and 

function within the city. Their presence in Vancouver, from the point of view of city 

planners and developers is an opportunity; these sites are investments that await proper 

economic conjectures to become something in lieu of the asphalted nothing that they 

currently are.  

The presence of the lots as “urban voids” is temporary. Their possible future is 

imminent but not-yet. Performing in and documenting these sites marks a moment in 

time. Not only does this process visually capture the state of these spaces in the 

Spring/Summer of 2012, but it also renders tangible, through the mediated gaze of the 

camera, the tipping point into realization of their planned future. My work documents the 

fluctuating present of these empty lots. These spaces have already been mapped out, 

thus their temporality is of the future anterior (or future past). They are in between two 

states, balancing between a past that will no longer be and a determined future that is 

soon to come.  

The concept of interstitiality has underscored much of the research that I have 

been engaged in. Particularly, I have been interested in how this notion translates when 

applied to space. Interstitial spaces are median spaces characterized by a state of flux. 

They can be understood following expanded notions of the terrain vague and may 

manifest as hybrid environments, “urban voids” or as in-between areas (in-between 

buildings, sites, neighbourhoods and so on). They present themselves as spaces of 

potential because their physicality and identity is not fully concretized. Accordingly, 

interstitial spaces are sites that invite urban (re)imagination and enable the formation of 

non-fixed subjectivities through the occurrence of non-programmed experiences. I 

consider the empty lots that I have invested in this project to be interstitial. In 

contradistinction, the Olympic village, as a highly resolved, thought-out and programmed 

space, is not. Rather, its structure is determined and resists fluidity. It does however 

have the potential to be interstitialized; the orderly unfolding of its designed quotidian 

can be interrupted through the insertion of heterogenic temporalities, actions and 

subjectivities. My performative actions in the Olympic Village attempt to do this. In the 

empty lots, my actions engage with the yet not recognized potential that underlies these 

sites, thus acknowledging them as spaces of radical openness. My actions in these 
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spaces differ from others that may also be qualified as non-prescribed (such as 

skateboarding, loitering, or graffiti writing) in so far as they do not, by default of their 

accomplishment, attribute a heterotopic quality to the spaces – i.e. solidifying them, 

albeit differently, through the attribution of a counter-normative identity.  

The action of rolling across these sites is an intrinsic part of my process, and 

requires to be conceptually examined. I have invested it as a fully embodied 

displacement through space. The relationship that the body entertains with the 

environment, as it rolls through it, undergoes reconfiguration; the body parts that come 

into contact with the ground are continuously shifting and one’s sense of spatial 

perception is disoriented. The horizontal travels of the body from one end of the space to 

the other impose a different value system onto the site and serve as a radically empirical 

mode of measurement that supersedes capital value and possibilities of vertical 

development. Further, the continuous rolling motion acts as a recomposing agent in the 

co-extensive body-environment relationship. By imposing the performer’s singular 

timeframe onto the space, the performance of rolling, framed by a performance of 

stillness, reasserts the primacy of the body’s experience in and of the space. It claims it 

as its own by deviating from the programmed framework that urban planning and 

designed spatial use foster. As a radical method of spatial occupation, the act of rolling 

transgresses behavioural codes and introduces a use-value system that cannot be 

defined, but felt.  

Aligned with this performative research, my project also draws connections 

between, on the one hand, the intrinsic physicality of the body in relation to the 

architectural layout of the invested spaces and, on the other hand, the materiality of 

video documentation itself. The video medium here expands the accomplished 

performative actions and relocates them. Video-documenting my in situ performances, I 

assert their actuality as events. The mediated gaze of the camera solidifies these 

accomplished actions by assigning them a particular space and time. However, the 

mediating effects of the video document also offer these actions the possibility of being 

re-presented, re-situated and encountered anew by an expanded public. By virtue of 

being used as material in the videos, these actions acquire radically different properties, 

and the final outcome of the work is specifically structured for the gallery. The video 

production processes that I have invested render captured footage malleable and 
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subject to radical restructuring and spatio-temporal play. I have engaged this idea by 

juxtaposing documentation both of my actions and of the spaces in which I performed. 

The rhythmic and dynamic properties of the documented sites and actions come through 

in the editing, which allows for visual re-composition and temporal restructuring.  

To accomplish this, I have experimented with the formal qualities of video 

documentation using 3 cameras. This has allowed to simultaneously capture 3 different 

points of view of the same scene, which I have done using camera angles that bend 

cinematic filming conventions in regards to spatial depiction. The intended effect of this 

documentation technique was to challenge viewers’ perception of the spatiality depicted 

in the videos. I have furthered this idea in the editing process by splitting video frames, 

and juxtaposing different points of view as well as sometimes opposing angles. I have 

also played with the timeframe of the video documents by means of repetition and by de-

synchronizing the different split frames contained in each video. This process has 

enabled new spaces and temporalities to emerge as the architectures of the 

documented sites have become expanded and the linearity of their timelines folded. 

Considering this, I have displayed the videos in the gallery so as to create 

relationships between the works while allowing for viewers to engage with each piece 

individually. The slow unfolding of the videos and their visual compositions require a 

particular mode of viewing that is at once contemplative and engaged. The placement of 

the video projections on different walls of the gallery, and in one case in the front vitrine, 

was designed to enable the experience of the rhythmic and architectural qualities of 

each video. The pieces then unfold not only according to their own duration and pace, 

but also through the individual temporalities of viewers who catch glimpses of the works, 

or watch them for a prolonged period of time.  
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2. In-Between: Project Documentation 

Video Files 

Please consult Appendix A. DVD: In-Between Video Files. 

Gallery Installation  

The Following photographs document my MFA graduating project as it was 

showcased at the Audain Gallery from September 5 to15, 2012. The first seven 

photographs document the installation inside the gallery. The final image is a time-lapse 

composition of the installation showcased in the gallery vitrine.   

 

Figure 2. Gallery Installation View 1 
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Figure 3. Gallery Installation View 2 

 

Figure 4. Gallery Installation View 3 
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Figure 5. Gallery Installation View 4 

 

Figure 6. Gallery Installation View 5 
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Figure 7. Gallery Installation View 6 

 

Figure 8. Gallery Installation View 7 
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Figure 9. Vitrine Installation View (time-lapse compilation) 
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Appendix A.  
 
DVD: In-Between Video Files 
This DVD contains the five video files of my thesis project In-Between, shown as a five-channel 
video installation in the Audain Gallery. The videos document and expand performative actions 
realized in the Spring/Summer 2012 in the empty lots in North and South East false Creek and in 
the Vancouver Olympic Village. Harlan Shore and Calla Churchward assisted with video-
documentation.  

• Video 01: South East False Creek 1, Mariane Bourcheix-Laporte, Single-
channel video, 21:11 min., 2012.  

• Video 02: North East False Creek, Mariane Bourcheix-Laporte, Single-channel 
video, 28:11 min., 2012. 

• Video 03: Olympic Village 1, Mariane Bourcheix-Laporte, Single-channel 
video, 15:51 min., 2012. 

• Video 04: Olympic Village 2, Mariane Bourcheix-Laporte, Single-channel 
video, 16:39 min., 2012. 

• Video 05: South East False Creek 2, Mariane Bourcheix-Laporte, Single-
channel video, 52:03 min., 2012. 
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Appendix B.  
 
Interstitializing Relation: Reconfiguring Space and Body 

The present paper was written in the Fall 2011 semester, roughly 1 year before 

the presentation of my thesis project. Accordingly, the ideas examined in this paper 

relate to an earlier stage of my research and do not reflect the manner in which my 

thought has evolved since then. Effectively, this paper does not explicitly address the 

aesthetic concerns and some of the conceptual notions  that I have explored in the 

artistic portion of my thesis project (i.e. the video installation exhibited at the Audain 

gallery between September 5 and 15, 2012). It should therefore not be read as a direct 

referent to the work,  but should be understood as testifying of one stage of the thought 

process that has lead me to produce my final project.  

The present paper then contextualizes one of the questions that has driven the 

artistic research I have accomplished while completing my MFA degree. It reads as 

follows: how might the interstitial condition disrupt the programmed nature of a body’s 

relation to the environment through the activation of potential body-world relationships? 

This question supposes that the interstitial condition, or condition of being in-between, is 

a framework that may effectively disrupt the programmed character of a body’s relation 

to the environment because it activates latent potential in this relation. I develop this 

argument as the main thesis of this paper and as a premise for my artistic research. 

Accordingly, in the following pages, I introduce the concepts that foreground this 

argument and, in parallel to its analysis, discuss the manner in which I engage with it in 

my art practice. 

In order to contextualize my research, I will begin by introducing concepts that 

will serve as a basis for the establishment of the aforementioned question. Accordingly, I 

will introduce the following notions: the co-constitution of the body and the world, the 

determined nature of space, and the programmed character of a body’s interaction with 

the environment. Building upon these ideas, I will introduce the thesis of this paper by 

developing the concept of the interstice as a space of potential that may generate body-

world relationships characterized by flux and reconfiguration. The non-programmed 
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character of the interstice, I will argue, opens onto another concept: the interstitial 

condition. I will theorize the interstitial condition as a framework that allows for the de-

programming of body-world relations through reconfiguration and non-determination. I 

will develop this concept in parallel to the notion of the interstitial event. Accordingly, I 

will posit that the interstitial condition brings about the interstitial event, which is an 

actualization of potential body-world relationships that are in a state of becoming. In this 

sense, I will argue that interstitial events present themselves not as events occurring 

through a set of programmed parameters, but occurring through constantly reconfiguring 

relations. 

The first concept that contextualizes my research and that I will introduce in the 

following lines is the co-constitution of the body and of the world (world here understood 

as the physically constituted environment). This concept entails that the relationship 

entertained between the body and the world is characterized by co-extension, which 

comes about through mechanisms of perception that participate in their mutual 

constitution. Briefly put, this concept proposes that there is a synergetic circularity in the 

manner in which a body realizes itself as a body by perceiving its environment and that, 

reciprocally, the environment is realized by being perceived by a body and by inflecting 

this body as it perceives. 1  This premise is important for my artistic research because, 

when juxtaposed to the idea that the production of space controls bodies (a notion that I 

will examine below), it induces the following conclusion: the parameters that determine 

the manner in which a body perceives an environment and subsequently interacts with 

this environment (and therefore realizes itself as a particular body in relation to that 
 
1  I am particularly interested in Erin Manning (Relationscapes, 2009) as well as Madeleine Gins 

and Arakawa’s (Architectural Body, 2002) discussion of the co-extension that characterizes 
the body-world relationship. These writers argue that the body and the environment are 
mutually constituted through a body’s perception of and interaction with the world (the 
physically constituted environment). I am interested in juxtaposing these ideas to Gilles 
Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s propositions for an unfixed subjectivity and the expansion of a 
body’s potential through the concepts of Becoming and of the Body without Organs (Mille 
plateaux: Capitalisme et schizoprénie II, 1980). I understand this theoretical framework as a 
means through which the relationship entertained between the body and the environment can 
be transformed in a process of constant reconfiguration, and hence overcome its 
programmed character. 
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particular environment) are restrictive and constrain one’s experiential potential of one’s 

body in the world. My artistic research attempts to counteract this conclusion through 

processes that will be outlined further in this paper. 

The second concept that I wish to introduce in order to ground my analysis is the 

produced (and therefore determined) character of space, which has for effect to program 

the manner in which a body perceives and acts in space. I find Michel de Certeau’s 

theorization of space through the concepts of space (espace) and place (lieu) useful for 

this purpose. De Certeau’s ideas introduce the potential for space to not be limited by a 

determined form, while acknowledging that the manner in which it is conceived renders it 

in fact programmed. In addition, de Certeau’s distinction between these two concepts of 

space2  is useful for the purposes of my research since it introduces a framework to 

conceive of the conditioned character of a body’s spatial relations due to the 

programmed nature of the constructed environment. De Certeau differentiates between 

place and space following the fixed or non-fixed character that they exude. He defines 

place as: “the order (of whatever kind) in accord with which elements are distributed in 

relationships of coexistence” (117). Following this definition, he argues “a place is thus 

an instantaneous configuration of positions. It implies an indication of stability” (117). If 

we pursue this reasoning, it may be argued that a place is a determined portion of space 

that is readily identifiable as such due to the relative stability of the characteristics it 

exhibits. Stability is a characteristic proper to what is determined (stability endures 

through determination), and what is determined is necessarily framed in order to 

effectively be determined (a frame acts as determining element that procures stability). 

Space as place then, is framed: it can be represented, referred to, conceived and 

designed. The framing in effect does not come into being after the fact of place. Rather, 

it emerges through and as an active participant in the process of place-ing. Accordingly, 

space as place is programmed: its framing delineates the possibilities for place to 

emerge following a set of parameters. Place then is determined through parameters that 
 
2  In La production de l’espace, Henri Lefebvre’s use of the term ‘space’ encompasses these 

two concepts. 
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are an effect of programming. Accordingly, it can be argued that programming place 

comes down to pre-determining its variables by containing them within established 

parameters. 

These variables are introduced by de Certeau when he discusses the concept of 

space (espace). He defines space as inherently variable since it occurs “when one takes 

into consideration vectors of direction, velocities, and time variables” (117). Space as 

space then, instead of being, as place, fixed through framing mechanisms, is constituted 

relationally. It comes into being by entertaining relations with other dimensions. 

Following this vein of thought, de Certeau goes on to argue “in contradistinction to the 

place, it [space] has thus none of the univocity or stability of a ‘proper’” (117). Through 

practice (which I understand in my artistic research as interaction), space is a relational 

place. It is place (programmed) activated through relations (which in theory should be 

non-programmed). This notion is important for my purposes because it introduces the 

experiential character of space. Accordingly, this not only reinforces the argument that 

space, in order to emerge as space, is dependent upon the relation it entertains with 

time, speed and direction, it also points to the idea that space entertains a relation with 

bodies through the interactions they have with it. The problem being, however, that a 

body’s interaction with space is prescribed by the manner in which space is produced. 

Accordingly, the relations entertained through space are programmed. This is where the 

programming of space’s variables (which are variables of relation) comes into focus 

since the manner in which space is produced entails parameters that restrict the range of 

variability of these variables. Because this range of variability is programmed, it is 

essentially limited. In this regard, it is useful to juxtapose de Certeau’s analysis to Henri 

Lefebvre’s ideas concerning space.  The latter writes: “space commands bodies, 

prescribing or proscribing gestures, routes and distances to be covered. It is produced 

with this purpose in mind; this is its raison d’être” (Lefebvre 143). Following Lefebvre’s 

account, the manner that space is produced forecloses the inherent relational potential 

of space and in particular, its potential for relation with bodies. Accordingly, while space 

has the potential to be an open locus of relations, it does not actually emerge as such. 

Rather, space emerges through its relation with bodies as determined. By nature of 

being programmed, it restricts its own relational potential and, by extension, the 

relational potential of bodies. 
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The determined and determining character of space has for effect to prescribe 

bodies. I wish to discuss this ides as the third backdrop concept of my research. This 

concept has for effect to organize a body’s encounters with space by directing its 

perception of it and its subsequent actions in it. There ensues a normalization of actions 

in space, which Lefebvre alludes to when he discuses the various codes that are 

regulated through the manner in which space is produced and that also participate in the 

production of space: 

Organized gestures, which is to say ritualized and codified gestures, are 
not simply performed in ‘physical’ space, in the space of bodies. Bodies 
themselves generate spaces, which are produced by and for their 
gestures. The linking of gestures corresponds to the articulation and 
linking of well-defined spatial segments … Many such social spaces are 
given rhythm by the gestures which are produced within them, and which 
produce them. (Lefebvre 216)  

What Lefebvre outlines is the back-and-forth movement that participates in the 

creation of a space by establishing a relationship between the parameters through which 

it is understood (perceived) and lived (interacted with). This plays itself out in the 

programming of a body’s experience of space and in space. This programming comes in 

effect through the codified perception of an environment, which subsequently directs the 

understanding of how this environment may be interacted with. Vice versa, the 

normalization of actions in an environment has for effect to create an accustomed 

reading of this environment. The reciprocity in effect has for impact to solidify a given 

space as locus of programmed relations between the body and the environment. Neither 

the body (as perceiving and acting), nor the environment (as perceived and action-

defining) are completely active or passive agents of this relation. It is the interplay 

existing between these relational agents that participates in the production of space by 

simultaneously erecting and abiding to codes of space. 

I take issue with this codification for I believe that it is fundamentally restrictive. 

This forms the basis of my artistic research, which constitutes an investigation of ways to 

de-program body-world interactions. In this sense and in light of what I have outlined 

above, my research aims to reconfigure the relation that exists between the body (my 

own) and the environment in a manner that activates potential ways of conceiving of 

both the body and the environment. My work attempts to reintroduce potential in the 
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manner in which a body apprehends and acts in space so as to de-program the codes 

that regulate this relation. In order to do so, I have turned to the interstice, which I 

conceive of as a concept of flux and a residual (non) space that allows for the 

emergence of potential body-world relations through non-programmed experience. In 

this sense, I believe that the interstice presents itself as both a space and concept that 

may activate latent potential in order to overcome the programming in effect that 

conditions the interactions between the body and the environment and, by extension, the 

ways in which both the body and the environment are conceived of. Following this vein 

of thought, I invest interstitial spaces through embodied explorations and performative 

actions so as to set into motion the reconfiguration of the relation that my body 

entertains with constituted environments. By disrupting the normalized apprehension of 

my body in these spaces, I intend to foster the emergence of a new co-extensive relation 

between my body and the environments in which I perform; one that springs out of 

potential rather than being the product of a pre-determined framework. 

At this point, it seems appropriate to define what I understand by the term 

potential, since it is a concept that plays an intrinsic part in the development of my 

research by virtue of being in opposition to programming. Potential is the framework that 

allows for the prospect of the emergence of what is not-yet thought of, or what is not 

determined in advance; what is variable in its variability. Programming includes variability 

in the unfolding of future events, but its variability is not variable; it is programmed 

variability. By this I mean that the manner in which variables are played out in a 

programmed context are framed by the delimitations of this programming. By nature of 

remaining within a given frame, the variability of unfolding through programming is 

restricted by determination, which induces stability in the manner in which a programmed 

context unfolds through its variables. In contrast to this model, potential is a concept of 

the future unfolding of events that allows for what is not-yet to remain non-determined. 

The not-yet that is potential is a not-yet that is not planned: it is not framed and therefore 

resists the fixity of stability. Determined not-yet and non-determined not-yet can be 

understood through the concepts of possibility and potential. In this regards, Brian 

Massumi distinguishes between these two notions in an interview with Marie-Pier 

Boucher and Jean-François Prost, organizers of the Adaptive Actions Project: 
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Possibilities are already-charted alternatives. Which means that they are 
already in the present. … So when you think in terms of possibility, you 
are really reining in change because you’re drawing a line of continuity 
between a way of doing that is already charted-out and some future point 
at which the doing is actually done, in conformity with the plan. Potential 
is different. It’s emergent. It happens, and always differently than you 
imagined – singularly, inconformity with nothing. Potential is how the 
present unforeseen is always present. (Massumi 24) 

Potential then, contrary to possibility, is of the domain of non-determination. The 

could-be unfolding of potential is not thought of, and therefore resists being framed since 

it unfolds in a manner that cannot be predicted. It remains open to flux and to the 

reconfigurations that may alter its unfolding on the path towards actualization (realization 

of a past future potential). Since even the process of unfolding cannot be predicted in 

advance, it is only when this process comes to a relative completion, when there is 

enough stability in the process to recognize the having-taken shape of an actualization, 

that potential (which at this stage no longer is potential but actual – realized potential) 

can be recognized as having been potential. 

My theorization of the notion of the interstice is embedded in potential, which 

becomes a key concept to understand it, as well as its relevance in the context of my 

research. From this observation, and given that the interstice has been at the forefront of 

my artistic research, I wish to theorize it in the following pages as a spatial concept and 

as a conceptual space, i.e. as a type of space that manifests a series of conceptual 

implications. I will begin by analysing the physical and spatial characteristics of the 

interstice in order to move my discussion into a development of its theoretical 

implications. My conceptualization of the interstice bears close relation to the art 

historian and practitioner Luc Lévesque’s notion of the interstitial landscape. Lévesque’s 

treatment of the interstice, both through writing and art intervention, constitutes a 

theoretical and practical basis that enables me to ground much of the research that I 

have accomplished to date concerning this concept. However, as will be discussed later 

in this paper, my artistic and theoretical investigations further Lévesque’s analysis by 

extending it to the interstitial condition by connective means of the co-constitutive 

relationship entertained between the body and the environment. 
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The Oxford Dictionary defines the term interstice as “an intervening space 

(usually, empty); a relatively small or narrow space, between things or the parts of a 

body; a narrow opening, chink, or crevice” (Oxford Dictionary Online). This definition 

highlights the resolutely in-between character of the interstice, which establishes it as a 

particular kind of space: one that is constituted through containment and defined in 

relation to the physical elements that enable it to emerge as the gaps in or between 

them. Following this vein of thought, Lévesque points to the idea that an interstice is 

necessarily constituted relationally when he states: “the very notion of the interstice is 

constituted through a relationship to something encompassing. Without a differential 

relationship to an outside, there is no interstice because, etymologically speaking, the 

nature of what is interstitial is to be located in between things, in the middle [our 

translation]3” (Lévesque, La place publique comme constellation 157). Lévesque’s 

rendering of the interstice denotes of an inside/outside tension that is engendered by the 

relationship that interstitial space entertains with the physical elements through and 

against which it is defined. Effectively, the interstice is not constituted as an autonomous 

space. Rather, it comes into emergence as a space only through the relation it entertains 

with physical or spatial elements that, by their positioning near each other, create the 

conditions necessary for the coming into being of the interstice as a median space. 

The interstice thus presents itself as a residual space: a space that, by default of 

having a proper spatial identity, is understood solely in relation to other elements that are 

themselves identified and that define the limits of a given interstitial space. Accordingly, 

an interstice can be understood as somewhat of a non-space4 that, while it is physically 

defined, is not determined as a readily identifiable space. In this sense, interstitial space 

is akin to negative space that acts as backdrop to foreground other elements due to its 

apparent neutrality. However, as any artist will tell you, negative space is far from 
 
3  Original quote: « le rapport à l’englobant est constitutif de la notion même d’interstice. Il n’y a 

pas d’interstice sans relation différentielle à un dehors puisque le propre de l’interstitiel est 
étymologiquement de se trouver entre les choses, au milieu ». 

4  Here the term non-space, while it bears similarities with Marc Augé’s analysis of the non-
place in Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity (1995), is not used in 
reference to this concept.  
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neutral. It must be considered in a work as much as the elements that are qualified as 

‘positive space’ in the pictorial frame. Negative spaces can activate or subdue pictorial 

elements depending on how the relationships they entertain with the positive spaces and 

the overall frame have been considered. 

The same logic can be applied to the negative (read interstitial) spaces of an 

environment, which can be passive or active relational agents in a given space. Take a 

segment of a city block for example. Some of the gaps located between the buildings 

can have for effect to activate the space in a manner that destabilizes your conditioned 

engagement with the space and the elements that compose it: the buildings, the 

sidewalk, the street, the trees, even the people. You walk, apprehending the stability of 

buildings, the linearity of the sidewalk, the business of the street, the verticality of the 

trees and the multi-directional and multi-rhythmic walking patterns of other pedestrians. 

All of this however, is in the background of your perceptual cognizance; you perceive 

these elements but you are not aware of your perception of these elements because 

your perception is conditioned. Without thinking about it, you perform gestures that have 

been programmed even though they are variable: you walk on the sidewalk (variable of 

speed, direction, rhythm), next to the street (variable of distance), passed the buildings 

(variable of time) and navigating between people (adding their own patterns of variables 

to yours). The variables entailed here are contained within a determined framework: they 

contribute to the manner in which the space is constantly producing an already 

conditioned version of itself. At the same time, your body, following this program, 

produces a pre-programmed version of itself. However, this program can be easily 

derailed, if only for a brief moment. You can encounter an unexpected wind tunnel, as 

the result of the interstitial (mis)configuration between buildings. The architects or 

urbanists, those who, according to Lefebvre, produce representations of space or 
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‘conceived space’ (48)5, did not do their job ‘properly.’ They did not render the potential 

inherent to the interstice passive or latent; this potential takes over the programmed 

character of the space as it is activated. The interstice, through the creation of a wind 

tunnel, dis-balances your accustomed perception of the space and of your body in that 

space. You become, for a moment, aware of the space and of its impact on your body. 

Accordingly, you adjust your posture and the rhythm of your walk in order to pass 

through this wind tunnel, and be re-assimilated by the comfort of a programmed 

interaction with the space. 

This description of the manner in which an interstitial space may disrupt a body’s 

accustomed perception of an environment does not exemplify the specific concerns that 

my research engages with since it constitutes an involuntary form of de-programming. 

Nevertheless, I have developed it because it concretely exemplifies how codified 

gestures are played out in a programmed environment, which I spoke of earlier in this 

paper in reference to Henri Lefebvre’s writing. In addition, it demonstrates an instance in 

which the disruptive potential inherent to the interstice materializes in an everyday 

situation. 

In the case described above, the interstice, as a particular configuration of gaps 

between buildings, acts as a vector that activates the relation that the body entertains 

with the environment containing the said interstice by heightening its cognisant 

perception of the environment. This leads to the observation that an interstice is always 

part of a larger environment and is always constituted in relation to this environment. 

Furthermore, the aforementioned description points to the fact that the interstice may 

impact other relations entertained within the environment that contains it. The interstice 

is a space that comes into being through a relation; in order to emerge as a space, it 

must be understood in relation to what it is in-between of. By nature, something that is 
 
5  In The Production of Space, Lefebvre outlines three concepts for the production of space: 

spatial practice (perceived space), linked to everyday use of space; representations of space 
(conceived space), linked to the idea of a dominant space; and representational spaces (lived 
space), linked to users of space and modes of creative appropriation of space (Lefebvre 38-
39).  
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in-between is not autonomous, it requires a rapport to something that is autonomous 

(defined in itself not through its relation to something else). Accordingly, it can be said 

that the interstice is fundamentally relational: it comes into being through the relation that 

it entertains with autonomous entities, and at the same time, it acts as a relational agent 

that creates connections between these entities. As an agent of relation, the interstice is 

also an agent of potential. This potential is one for creating relations: relations between 

defined entities and interstices, relations between defined entities through interstices, 

and relations between bodies and space. Accordingly, this potential is also one for the 

reconfiguration of the relation entertained with space as it is constituted. Luc Lévesque 

argues in this sense when he states: “the polymorphic, nomadic and undetermined 

figure of the interstitial forms, in a sense, the diagram of trajectories for alternative 

sociabilities; the modalities for an experimental field of ‘living together’ focusing on an 

impromptu, singular and ‘molecular’ character [our translation]6” (Lévesque, Le jeu come 

« interstice social » 194). The interstice, as a connector, opens onto new vectors for the 

activation of relational potential. And, through this activation, the relationships that the 

body and the environment entertain may be revaluated as the materialization of 

virtualities underscoring these relations, and that are subdued through programming. 

The non-determined quality of potential that Massumi points to, which was 

discussed earlier, is also a quality of the interstice, hence rendering it a space of 

potential. While the interstice is, as outlined above, defined (through and against the 

elements that create the conditions for its emergence as residual space) it is not 

determined. Effectively, the interstice is not engendered through the programming that 

constitutes an environment because of the fact that it is a residual space. Similarly to the 

terrain vague, the interstice “embodies discontinuity without compromise. This is how it 

disturbs; offering resistance to the passive reception of totality as a zone of non-
 
6  Original quote: « Face aux “zones de communications” instituées, la figure polymorphe, 

nomade, et indéterminée de l’interstitiel formerait en quelque sorte le diagramme de 
trajectoires de sociabilités alternatives, les modalités d’un champ d’expérimentation du “vivre 
ensemble” misant sur le caractère impromptu, singulier et “moléculaire” ». 
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determination [our translation]7” (Lévesque, Le terrain vague comme monument 28). The 

interstice breaks the programmed uniformity of an environment and inserts pockets of 

potential through it. As a spatial concept, the interstice can do so because, while it is an 

integral component in the physical layout of an environment, it does not emerge through 

the programming of this environment. As a conceptual space, the interstice then 

constitutes a space of non-determination within a determined environment and, 

accordingly, remains outside the frame that determines how both space and body realize 

themselves through the unfolding of programmed possibilities. 

Following this vein of thought, the interstice constitutes a space of potential in 

which the body-world relationship may break from the codes that determine possibilities 

for both the body and the environment to mutually actualize themselves. The de-

programming of the body-world relation by means of interstitial activation may give rise 

to the unfolding of not-yet realized potential for experience. Lévesque argues in this 

sense when he states: “It is the potentiality of these intercalated phenomena that stirs up 

the process of interstitial landscape invention. The ‘artialisation’ of reality, from this 

perspective, consists in flushing out intervals and introducing them as frameworks for the 

emergence of new life possibilities” (Lévesque, Between Place and Non-Place 54). This 

is what I base myself on when I perform what I have come to refer to as ‘interstitial 

actions,’ which are embodied explorations of the potential for the body to interact with 

the environment through its interstices. In this way, the performative actions that I 

accomplish in interstitial spaces open onto conceptions of the body as potential-body 

and of the environment as potential-environment. 

More specifically my artistic research, as practised through the accomplishment 

of ‘interstitial actions,’ is concerned with reconfiguring the relations entertained between 

my body and the urban environment, which presents itself as highly produced and 

therefore highly programmed. Michel de Certeau reinforces this claim as he posits that 

the city is a frame that “provides a way of conceiving and constructing space on the 
 
7  Original quote: « incarne sans compromission la discontinuité. C’est en cela qu’il dérange, 

offrant comme zone d’indétermination, une résistance à la réception passive de la totalité ». 
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basis of a finite number of stable, isolatable, and interconnected properties” (94). The 

city, as an effectively programmed locus of relations, can be understood as a system 

that generates and re-generates itself through the following circular movement: its 

constitution is determined through the ways in which bodies interact with it (practices 

according to de Certeau) and, reciprocally, the ways in which bodies interact with it is 

determined through its constitution. In my practice, I attempt to disrupt such a system by 

foregrounding the potential that programming has relegated to the backdrop of the 

experience of this environment. What my practice engages with then is the idea that the 

city is not a closed system; its frame can be breached and its underlying potential can be 

revealed through the activation of its interstices. 

My investment of the urban interstice relates to the manner in which Luc 

Lévesque utilizes the concept of the interstitial landscape, which constitutes the basis of 

his theorization of the interstice as a means for activating the urban environment and 

moving away from the passive relationship that we entertain with it due to normalized 

codes of perception of and behaviour in the city: 

In the context of the urban, the interstitial may be an urban cavity that 
chews away at or punctuates an urbanism or fullness, but it is also the 
practices that breach the normalization of everyday lifestyles and 
temporality; the fluxes that infiltrate and that are invented by navigating in 
between what is planned. As such, the notions of openings, porosity, 
breaching or relation, but also the concepts of process, transformation 
and situation pertain to what is interstitial [our translation]8. (Lévesque, Du 
terrain vague à l’interstitiel 48) 

Lévesque’s notion of the interstitial landscape broadens the concept of 

interstitiality, which, instead of referring strictly to the contained space of the interstice, 

introduces the possibility that experience of the urban environment as a whole may take 
 
8  Original quote: « Rapporté à l’urbain, l’interstitiel, ce peut être la cavité urbaine qui ronge ou 

ponctue un urbanisme du plein, mais c’est aussi les pratiques qui font des brèches dans les 
modes de vie et la temporalité normalisée du quotidien; les flux qui s’infiltrent et s’inventent 
en passant entre les mailles du planifié. Ce sont ainsi des notions comme celles d’ouvertures, 
de porosité, de brèche ou de relation qui se rattachent à l’interstitiel, mais aussi celles de 
processus, de transformation et de situation ». 
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on an interstitial character. By adopting interstitializing processes, one’s experience in 

and of the city may move away from a determined framework and become animated by 

potential virtualities underlying this experience. Accordingly, by assuming an interstitial 

character, one’s experience of the city may unfold as the actualization of its own 

potential in a manner that moves one’s conception of one’s body in relation to the urban 

environment away from the programmed. This is how potential body-world relationships 

may be activated through the interstitial condition, which presents itself as a framework 

that enables de-programming to occur through a process of non-determined 

reconfiguration. Further, the interstitial condition, by constituting a process rather than 

referring to a particular space, may lead one’s experience of the produced environment 

to be reconfigured not only through the activation of interstitial spaces, but through the 

activation of potentially any space rendered interstitial through this process. 

The interstitial condition is the concept that I have developed in order to address 

the aforementioned process that interstitializes the body’s relation to the environment by 

means of a movement of constant reconfiguration in which the body-world relation shifts 

between configuring itself, de-configuring itself, and so on. My conceptualization of the 

interstitial condition is one of non-fixity that is characterized by an internal motion that 

induces reconfiguration. As such, this notion may be paralleled to Erin Manning’s 

development of the concept of movement. Manning’s analysis of movement as a 

space/time modality through which the body is always recomposing relates to what the 

interstitial condition induces. Since it is through its internal movement that the interstitial 

condition emerges conceptually, analysing it through the lens of the concept of 

movement may enable an understanding of how it effectively allows the body-world 

relationship to be in as state of flux that defies the programmed character of experience. 

Manning considers movement as  “a technology of the becoming-body” (24), entailing 

that the body may self-reconfigure ad infinitum. By virtue of being a technology of the 

becoming-body, the concept of movement allows to conceive of the body in a manner 

that extends beyond the programmed frame of experience of the body as a determined 
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body. Effectively, the becoming-body, since it is in becoming9, never settles into a 

determined state. If we pair this idea to the notion that the body and the environment 

mutually constitute each other through their relation, we can extend the reconfiguring 

effect that movement has on the body to the environment. In this sense, following 

Manning’s argument, it can be claimed that movement creates non-determined space by 

participating in the reconfiguration of the body (becoming-body) that moves through 

reconfiguring space (becoming-space). Keeping with the concept of the co-constitution 

of the body and the environment, Manning supports this idea when she states: “without 

that particular moving body that particular environment does not exist,” and furthers this 

claim through the following example: “the room becomes configuring as the body 

recomposes [sic]” (15). From this, it can be concluded that movement creates the 

framework for reconfiguration that de-programs the body-environment relation through 

the de-programming of both the constituted body and the constituted environment. 

Manning reinforces this argument when she writes: “the body-room stratum is therefore 

neither object nor form, but infinite potential for recombination” (15). Movement then is a 

concept that enables potential to resurface and disrupt the programmed character of 

experience. Accordingly, it is through movement that the interstitial condition becomes a 

force that breaks the programming of the relation entertained between the body and the 

environment. 

According to Manning, the potential that is inherent to the recombining factor of 

movement comes from the preacceleration that takes part in the unfolding of movement 

(17) and that allows “movement to [be] the qualitative multiplicity that folds, bends, 

extends the body-becoming toward a potential future that will always remain not-yet” 

(17). Through this process, the body is always embedded in its own potential since it 

reconfigures itself in a manner that never comes to a halt, that never stabilizes and 

settles in a determined iteration of itself. Preacceleration is a concept developed by 

Manning to discuss the idea of taking form, which is the process that the body goes 
 
9  The term becoming is used in reference to Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s concept 

developed in Mille plateaux: Capitalisme et schizophrénie II (1980), which refers to being in 
the process of individuation but never reaching a definite individuation.  
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through as it is becoming; it is taking form without ever reaching a finalized form. Taking 

form as the becoming of form, or form in the making, is the potential of form actualizing 

as an opening onto more potential (as opposed to the possibility of form which opens 

onto a programmed actualization of form). The taking form of movement is what moves 

movement: the lapse of space/time in which movement moves towards taking shape as 

actualized movement. This lapse is akin to the interstice since it is defined through and 

against that which contains it and that creates the conditions for its emergence (in this 

case potential movement and actual movement). Manning refers to this interstitial 

space/time of movement as the interval. 

It is the interval that enables movement to characteristically be reconfiguring. 

Manning defines the interval as “the production of movement before we know it as such” 

(18). The interval is what marks out the temporality of movement: what separates pre-

movement (potential movement), movement (actual movement), and post-movement 

(movement as having actualized in the past). This movement of movement, of potential 

movement towards movement that has actualized in the past, is measured through 

intervals that sit on the cusp of the actualization of movement (the tipping point of 

potential movement into actual movement). In this regard, Manning mentions that the 

interval is “a future-past that is prolonged at the interface of the becoming-actual of the 

virtual.” (18). I would additionally argue that, vice versa, the interval also sits on the cusp 

of the virtualization of movement (the tipping point of actualized movement into more 

potential movement) and that it is therefore also prolonged at the interface of the 

becoming-virtual of the actual. Accordingly, the interval both delineates and blurs the 

temporality of movement: it allows movement to unfold in a timeframe that folds the 

potential past and the potential future of movement onto itself: “the time-slip of the 

interval is the future anterior: the will-not-yet-have-happened. The interval never marks a 

passage: it creates the potential for a passage that will have come to be” (Manning 24). I 

conceive of this movement of movement as the motion that characterizes the interstitial 

condition and that enables it to be a constant flow of potential actualizing, re-virtualizing, 

re-actualizing, and so on…. 

The interstitial condition is therefore characterized by a temporality that fluctuates 

in and out of a potential future and an actualized past through a becoming present. In 

this model, potential (virtual) and realized potential (actual) meet in a present that never 
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fully realizes itself as present; the present tense of the interstitial condition is a process 

of constituting and de-constituting itself as the actualization of its potential and as the re-

virtualization of its actualized potential. This is where the instability of the interstitial 

condition lies since it is a form of being in the present that embodies both will-be-

potential and was-potential. Applied to the relationship entertained between the body 

and the environment, this reconfiguration of potential translates as a state of becoming 

for the body (becoming-body) and the environment (becoming-environment) as they are 

relationally and individually involved in constantly reconfiguring themselves. Because the 

interstitial condition entails a manner of reconfiguring that self-reconfigures in the 

process, it resists being determined through a pre-conceived frame. The manner in 

which reconfiguration is induced by the interstitial condition is unpredictable (on the 

“model” of potential) and is therefore not programmable. As such, the interstitial 

condition is a (non) framework that allows for the disruption of the programmed character 

of the body’s interaction with the environment, which is what I posit as the premise that 

drives my artistic research. 

Through the accomplishment of interstitial events, my artistic research sets in 

motion a process of interstitializing body-world relations. Interstitial events are 

happenings in the body-world relation that are engendered through the interstitial 

condition and that, accordingly, occur within the structure of its temporality. Interstitial 

events sit at the junction between the space/time of the virtual and the actual; they occur 

in what Manning calls the interval. They are events in process that resist engendering a 

determined product of experience through the activation of latent potential in body-

environment relationships. Interstitial events are not performed following a delineation of 

the possible; they engage potential. The relations that are engendered through the 

accomplishment of interstitial events are not determined in advance; they do not follow a 

programmed pattern of experience, but open onto new unpredictable events. Interstitial 

events are similar to what Massumi refers to as situation when he mentions: 

A situation is when something opens a context up to something that it is 
not already encoded into the space, something as yet unmodelled. To the 
extent that it is not pre-modelled, it is unrecognizable. A situation is when 
something as yet unrecognizable cuts out from a context, making 
palpable its potential to change. … A situational element carries a force. It 
is the surfacing from within the situation of a real potential for change, the 
use or meaning of which is not yet in place. (Massumi 26) 
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The performative interventions that I accomplish in urban space create, to borrow 

Massumi’s term, situations. They infiltrate determined contexts, in this case urban public 

spaces, and make the latent potential of these contexts come through. This is 

accomplished through an interstitializing process that induces the reconfiguration of the 

relation entertained between my body and the environment in which I am performing. 

This process embodies the processual nature of the interstitial condition, which enables 

my interventions to actualize as interstitial events that effectively destabilize my body, 

the environment in which I accomplish performative actions, and the relation that exists 

between them. 

The interstitial event moves the body-world relation through its own potential and, 

as such, renders it non-stable and non-programmable. The members of the Atelier 

d’architecture autogérée refer to this process when they reflect on the effects of their 

practice, which invests alterotopical spaces, or ‘other’ spaces (Petcu and Petrescu 322), 

which are in essence interstitialized spaces. They write: “through the daily weavings of 

desires, these micro-spatial practices in space produce other temporalities, other 

dynamics (longer, random, collective and sometimes self-managed) thus comprising 

spaces, which undergo continual transformation, ‘autopoïetical’” (Petcou and Petrescu 

323). The autopoïetical character of the reconfiguration of space referred to by the 

Atelier d’architecture autogérée embodies the processual nature of the interstitial 

condition, which also extends the autopoïesis in effect to the body given the co-

extensive character of the body-world relationship. From this, it can be inferred that the 

interstitial condition pertains to the status of this relation as it conditions it to be 

constantly remodelling, never fixed. The interstitial condition thus de-programs the body-

world relation as it renders it an autopoïetical nexus of relations that branch out to create 

more/new relations embedded in potential. 

To conclude this essay, a brief run down of the ideas that I have developed 

throughout is in order. In the previous pages, I have attempted to ground the question 

that underscores my artistic research by theoretically developing some of the concepts 

that foreground it. In order to contextualize how the interstitial condition might disrupt the 

programmed nature of a body’s relation to the environment through the activation of 

potential body-world relationships, I have introduced the following concepts: the co-

constitution of the body and the world, the determined nature of space, and the 
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programmed character of a body’s interaction with the environment. The juxtaposition of 

these concepts has enabled me to argue that the programmed character of space 

restricts potential realizations of both the environment and the body through the relation 

that they entertain. From this claim, I have posited that the premise of my artistic 

investigations reads as follows: if the field of interactions between a body and an 

environment was expanded by de-programming the relation that they entertain, then 

conceptions of both the environment and the body, grounded in potential, would emerge. 

Following this idea, I have presented the interstice as a concept and space that I invest 

practically and theoretically in my artistic practice. I have argued that the interstice can 

be understood as a pocket of potential that enables the de-programming of body-

environment relations. Referencing Luc Lévesque’s analysis of the interstitial landscape, 

and describing the manner in which I engage with interstitial spaces in my artistic 

production, I have attempted to position the concept of the interstice as a space of 

potential that resists the framework of programmed experience.  

Using the interstice as a conceptual springboard, I have developed the notion of 

the interstitial condition as a process of constant reconfiguration that interstitializes the 

body and the environment by de-programming the relation that they entertain. By putting 

forward a movement of relational de-configuration and re-configuration, the interstitial 

condition, I argue, serves as a conceptual framework to de-program the body’s relation 

to the environment because it activates potential underlying this relationship. Further, I 

have posited that the interstitial condition brings about the actualization of potential 

body-world relations through interstitial events, which occur through its process of 

relational reconfiguration. Following this idea, I have argued that the performative 

actions that I accomplish in public urban space are interstitial events that de-program the 

relation entertained between my body and the environments in which I perform. 
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